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MARTIN BOUNDARY OF BROWNIAN MOTION ON GROMOV
HYPERBOLIC METRIC GRAPHS
SOONKI HONG AND SEONHEE LIM
Abstract. Let rX be a locally finite complete Gromov hyperbolic metric graph with the
geometric boundary consisting of infinite points. Suppose that there is a discrete subgroup
of the isometry group Isop rXq acting geometrically on rX. The λ-Martin boundary is the
boundary of the image of an embedding from rX to the space of λ-superharmonic functions.
We show that the λ-Martin boundary coincides with the geometric boundary for any
λ P r0, λ0s, in particular at the bottom of the spectrum λ0.
1. Introduction
Let rX be a locally finite Gromov hyperbolic metric graph with the geometric boundary
consisting of infinite points. Suppose that there exists a group Γ acting isometrically and
geometrically on rX.
In this article, we study Brownian motion on a hyperbolic metric graph rX. Brownian
motion is a random process of which the probability density ppt, x, yq of going from x to
y at time t is given by the heat equation (see Definition 2.13). Therefore, to define a
Brownian motion, we first need to define a Laplacian operator. For Riemannian manifolds,
the canonical choice is the Laplace-Beltrami operator.
We start with a more general metric spaces, namely strip complexes. A strip complexrXĂM is the product space of a graph rX and a manifold ĂM . On strip complexes, we choose
the Laplace operator defined by Bendikov, Saloff-Coste, Salvatori and Woess, which is
related to Dirichlet forms [BSSW]. It is a generalization of Laplace-Beltrami operator in
the sense that the restriction of the operator on the product of an open edge of the graph
and the manifold is the Laplacian on the product space seen as a manifold.
We define the Sobolev space W 1pOq on a relatively compact open set O of the strip
complex rXĂM and a Dirichlet form E whose domain is W 1pOq. There exists a one-to-
one correspondence between the family of closed forms and the non-negative definite self-
adjoint operators. Using the one-to-one correspondence, we define the graph version of the
Laplacian p∆, Dom rXĂM p∆qq on the space rXĂM and also the Laplacian p∆, DomOp∆qq on
any open set O.
Suppose that a discrete group Γ acts geometrically on rXĂM . The bottom of the spectrum
of Laplacian depends on the group Γ. The group Γ is non-amenable if and only if the bottom
of the spectrum of the Laplacian is positive ([SW] Theorem 8.5).
We construct the heat kernel ppt, x, yq on the strip complex as the limit of the heat
kernel pOipt, x, yq for an increasing sequence of relatively compact connected open sets Oi
covering rXĂM . This construction enables us to obtain the convergence of the Green function
and the existence of a harmonic function. For that purpose, we observe two properties of
the eigenfunctions of the Laplacian p∆, DomOp∆qq. The first property is that eigenvalues
are discrete and the dimension of each eigenspace is finite. The second property is the
existence of the orthonormal basis L2pOq consisting of the eigenfunctions of the Laplacian
p∆, DomOp∆qq.
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After constructing the heat kernel, we consider the λ-Green function
ş8
0 e
λtppt, x, yqdt
for any two distinct points x, y P rXĂM . The λ-Green function converges for all λ P r0, λ0q.
Using Sullivan’s idea [Su], we show the existence of the positive λ-harmonic functions on
the graph for any λ P r0, λ0s. Following the proof in [LS], we prove the convergence of the
λ0-Green function.
In the second part, we restrict our attention to hyperbolic graphs and their Martin
boundary. Our main result is the uniform Ancona inequality, also called Ancona-Goue¨zel
inequality on hyperbolic graphs (see [GL] and [G] for random walks).
Theorem 1.1. Let rX be a locally finite complete Gromov hyperbolic metric graph with the
geometric boundary consisting of infinite points. Suppose that a graph Γ acts isometrically
and geometrically on rX. For all λ P r0, λ0s and for three points x, y and z on the same
geodesic rx, zs with dpx, yq ě 1 and dpy, zq ě 1,
(1.1) C´1Gλpx, yqGλpy, zq ď Gλpx, zq ď CGλpx, yqGλpy, zq.
The most non-trivial part is the uniformity of the constant C in Equation (1.1) on λ,
which implies equation (1.1) for λ “ λ0. To show (1.1), we first prove a graph version of
Harnack inequality: there exists a constant Cn such that for all λ P r0, λ0s and for two
distinct points x, y with 1 ď dpx, yq ď n` 1,
(1.2)
Gλpx, zq
Gλpy, zq ď Cn.
The Brownian motion associated with a Dirichlet form on a graph is a Hunt process, in
particular a Markov process. Using strong Markov properties of our Brownian motion, we
show that the relative λ-Green function Gλpx, z : Bpx, rqcq decays super-exponentially fast,
from which the uniform Ancona-Goue¨zel inequality follows, an idea due to S. Goue¨zel [G].
We remark that there exists a constant C 1m such that for all λ P r0, λ0s and for two
distinct points y, z with 1 ď dpy, zq ď m,
(1.3) C 1´1m ď Gλpy, zq ď C 1m.
However, (1.2) and (1.3) together implies only an inequality similar to (1.1) with constant
depending on the distance between points x, y and z.
Using Ancona-Goue¨zel inequality for λ P r0, λ0s, we show the next main theorem
Theorem 1.2. Let rX be a locally finite complete Gromov hyperbolic metric graph with
the geometric boundary consisting of infinite points. Suppose that a graph Γ acts isometri-
cally and geometrically on rX. The λ-Martin boundary of rX coincides with the geometric
boundary for all λ P r0, λ0s.
An important question in the study of Brownian motions is whether the local limit
theorem on a hyperbolic graph holds: does there exist a function c : rX ˆ rX Ñ R such that
for two distinct points x, y P rX,
lim
tÑ8 t
3{2eλtppt, x, yq “ cpx, yq?
The proof of the local limit theorem for random walks or Brownian motion on Riemannian
manifolds uses various strategies (see [Bo], [GL], [G] and [LL]). In particular, in [LL], one
uses Gibbs measure associated to a pressure which is defined using λ-Green function (see
[LL]). We hope that Theorem 1.1 will enable us to apply thermodynamics formalism of the
geodesic flow on a hyperbolic graph and Gibbs measures on the λ0-Martin boundary.
The article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we define the Laplacian and construct
the heat kernel on strip complexes.
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In Section 3, we observe properties of positive λ-harmonic functions on strip complexes.
Using these properties, we show that if the group Γ is non-amenable, then the λ0-Green
function converges.
In Section 4, we first prove Ancona-Goue¨zel inequality (1.1) (Theorem 4.9 and Theorem
4.15). Using the inequality (1.1), we show Theorem 1.2.
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helpful suggestions. This work was supported by Samsung Science and Technology Foun-
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2. Laplacian and Heat kernel
Let rX “ pV,Eq be a locally finite connected complete graph. Let d be a metric on rX and
l be the length function of d. Let le be the length of the edge e. Let ĂM be a Riemannian
manifold. The strip complex rXĂM is defined as the product metric space rX ˆ ĂM . Let e
be an edge of the graph rX. Denote the open edge of e by eo. Denote by Se “ e ˆ ĂM and
Soe “ eo ˆ ĂM the closed strip and the open strip of edge e, respectively. If two edges e and
e1 intersect a vertex v, then the strips Se and Se1 meet along ĂMv “ tvu ˆ ĂM . The spaceĂMv is called the bifurcation manifold of the vertex v. Choose an orientation of the edge e
once for all. Denote by ipeq and tpeq the initial vertex and the terminal vertex of the edge
e, respectively.
Let Γ be a non-amenable discrete group. Suppose that Γ acts isometrically and geo-
metrically (i.e. properly and cocompactly) on rXĂM . Using the barycenter subdivision if
necessary, we may assume that Γ acts without inversions. Denote XM “ rXĂM{Γ and fix
a fundamental domain F of rXĂM . Choose S “  g P Γ|F X g.F ‰ φ( as a set of generators
of Γ, which is finite by Proposition I.8.19 in [BH]. We denote the word distance of Γ with
respect to S by dΓ.
To define the transition probability of the Brownian motion on a strip complex, we take
a strip complex version of the Laplacian defined in [BSSW].
2.1. Dirichlet forms. This section is devoted to the theory of Dirichlet forms needed to
define the Laplacian on strip complexes in Section 2.2 (see [FOT] for general Hilbert space).
Let µ be the length Lebesgue measure on rXĂM defined as follows: for any measurable
function f , ż
rXĂM fdµ :“
ÿ
ePE
ż
Se
f |epsqdsdvolĂM .
Definition 2.1. Let H “ L2p rXĂM,dµq and let DompEq be a dense subspace of H. Denote
the standard L2-inner product by x¨, ¨y. The map E : DompEqˆDompEq Ñ R is a symmetric
form and DompEq is the domain of E if the following properties hold: for all u, v, w P
DompEq and α P R,
Epαu` v, wq “ αEpu,wq ` Epv, wq
Epu, uq ě 0
Epu, vq “ Epv, uq.
Let pE , DompEqq be a symmetric form. For any α ą 0, we define another symmetric form
Eα for all α ą 0 as follows:
Eαpu, vq :“ Epu, vq ` α xu, vy for all u, v P DompEq and
DompEαq “ DompEq,
In particular, when α “ 1, we call aE1pu, uq the E1-norm of a function u in DompEq.
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For all u, v P H, denote by ^ and _ the minimum and the maximum functions:
u^ vpxq “ mintupxq, vpxqu and u_ vpxq “ maxtupxq, vpxqu.
Then, we define the Dirichlet form as follows.
Definition 2.2 (Dirichlet form). Let E be a symmetric form with domain DompEq Ă H.
(1) Let C0p rXĂMq be the space of continuous functions on rXĂM that vanish at infinity.
A subspace C of DompEqXC0p rXĂMq is a core if C is dense in DompEq with E1-norm
and C is dense in C0p rXĂMq with uniform norm || ¨ ||8. The symmetric form E is
regular if E has a core.
(2) A symmetric form E is strongly local if for all compactly supported functions
u, v P DompEq, Epu, vq “ 0, when v is constant on a neighborhood of supppuq.
(3) A symmetric form E is closed if for any sequence of functions un in DompEq satis-
fying lim
m,nÑ8 E1pun ´ um, un ´ umq “ 0, there exists a function u in DompEq such
that lim
nÑ8 E1pun ´ u, un ´ uq “ 0.
(4) A closed symmetric form E is Markovian if the following hold: for all u P DompEq,
if v “ p0^ uq _ 1, then Epv, vq ď Epu, uq.
(5) A symmetric form E is a Dirichlet form if E is closed and Markovian.
An operator pA,DompAqq is non-negative definite if for any u P DompAq, pAu, uq ě 0
and it is self-adjoint if A has a transpose operator At such that DompAq “ DompAtq.
Lemma 2.3. ([FOT], Corollary 1.3.1) There is a one-to-one correspondence between the
family of closed symmetric forms E on H and the family of non-negative definite self-adjoint
operators ´A on H. The correspondence is characterized by the following properties:#
DompAq Ă DompEq
Epu, vq “ ´pAu, vq for all u P DompAq and for all v P DompEq.
Lemma 2.3 is used to define the Laplacian on strip complexes in Definition 2.6.
2.2. Laplacian on the strip complex. Using Lemma 2.3, we define the Laplacian opera-
tor for strip complexes. Using the orientation of the edge e, the edge e can be parametrized
by the interval r0, les. Then one obtains a Riemannian metric g “ ds2 ` gĂM , where s is the
parametrization of e and gĂM is the Riemannian metric on ĂM . Let f |e be the restriction of
f on Soe .
Definition 2.4. Let pU,ϕq be a relatively compact chart of ĂM . Let κ “ pκ0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , κnq be
an pn` 1q non-negative tuple of integers. Let rXĂMo be the union of all open strips of rXĂM .
(1) The partial derivatives Bκf |e over eoˆU is defined as follows: for any x “ px rX , xĂM q P
eo ˆ U ,
Bκf |epx rX , xĂM q “ Bκ0s Bpκ1,¨¨¨ ,κnqĂM f |eps, ϕpxĂM qq,
where s “ dpipeq, x rXq and Bpκ1,¨¨¨ ,κnqĂM is the partial derivative for pκ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , κnq on ĂM .
(2) A vector space Skp rXĂMoq is the space of k-th differentiable functions f on rXĂMo
such that for any edge e of rX, for any relatively compact coordinate chart U in ĂM ,
and for any κ with κ0 ` ¨ ¨ ¨κn ď k, the partial derivative Bκf |e is continuous and
(2.1) supt|Bκf |epxq| : x P eo ˆ Uu ă 8.
Set S8p rXĂMoq “ Ş
kě1
Skp rXĂMoq.
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(3) Let C8p rXĂMq be the space of continuous functions whose restriction on rXĂMo is con-
tained in S8p rXĂMoq. Let C8c p rXĂMq be the space of compactly supported functions
in C8p rXĂMq.
(4) The gradient of a function f in C8p rXĂMq at a point x P Soe is defined as follows:
∇f |epxq “ pBsf |epxq,∇ĂMf |epxqq,
where ∇ĂM is the gradient on the manifold ĂM .
Given f P C8p rXĂMq, every partial derivative of f |e on Soe can be extended to Se. Let
e and e1 be edges intersecting at vertex v. If κ0 “ 0, x P ĂMv, then Bκf |e “ Bκf |e1 on ĂMv.
Otherwise, Bκf |e may be different from Bκf |e1 on ĂMv.
Given an edge e, W 1pSoe q is the subspace of L2pSoe q-functions whose first weak derivative
is also in L2pSoe q. Let W 1locpSoe q be the space of functions f such that for any compact
set K in Soe , there is a function g P W 1pSoe q such that f |K “ g|K . By the extension of
the restriction operator from C8pSeq to C8pĂMvq, one obtains a continuous linear operator
where v is a vertex of e:
TrĂMv : W 1locpSoe q Ñ L2locpĂMv, V olĂM q.
Definition 2.5. Let O be an open set in rXĂM .
(1) The Sobolev space W 1pOq is the set of functions such that
(i) for every f PW 1pOq, f |eoXO PW 1locpSoe XOq,
(ii) ||∇f ||2L2pOq “
ż
O
||∇f ||2dµ ă 8,
(iii) TrĂMvf |e “ TrĂMvf |e1 for e and e1 intersecting at vertex v.
Denote ||f ||W 1pOq :“ p||f ||L2pOq`||∇f ||L2pOqq 12 . Let W 10 pOq be the closure of C8c pOq
in W 1pOq.
(2) Using the Sobolev space W 1pOq in rXĂM and the integration on rXĂM , let us define
a symmetric form E on W 1pOq as follows: for all f, g PW 1pOq,
Epf, gq :“
ÿ
ePE
SeXO‰φ
ż
SeXO
gp∇f,∇gq rXdsdVolĂM .
The symmetric form E onW 10 pOq is a strongly local regular Dirichlet form and pE ,W 10 p rXĂMqq
coincides with pE ,W 1p rXĂMqq ([BSSW] Theorem 3.29 and 3.30). The Laplacian operator of
the strip complex is defined as follows.
Definition 2.6 (Laplacian). Let O be a relatively compact connected open set.
(1) The domain DomOp∆q of Laplacian ∆ on an open set O is the space of functions
f in W 10 pOq such that there exists a constant Cf such that Epf, gq| ď Cf ||g||L2pOq
for all g PW 10 pOq. Denote Domp∆q “ Dom rXp∆q.
(2) Let f be an element of DomOp∆q. By Lemma 2.3, there exists a function h such
that
Epf, gq “ ´
ż
O
g h dµ.
We define ∆f to be the function h. The Laplacian ∆ is defined on DomOp∆q.
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2.3. Properties of eigenfunctions of p∆, DomOp∆qq. Let O be a relatively compact
open set in rXĂM . In this section, we observe properties of the eigenfunctions of p∆, DomOp∆qq
which will be used to construct the heat kernel on rXĂM in Section 2.4.
Let tununě1 be a Cauchy sequence with respect to E1-norm. By the definition of Dirichlet
forms, there exists an E1-limit u P W 10 p rXĂMq of the sequence tununě1. If Epu, uq ą 0 for
any nonzero function u P W 10 p rXĂMq, then tununě1 is a Cauchy sequence with respect to
E and lim
nÑ8 Epun ´ u, un ´ uq “ 0. This means that pW
1
0 p rXĂMq, Eq is a Hilbert space. It
follows that W 10 p rXĂMq decomposes into W 10 pOq ‘ HpOq, where f P W 10 pOq is considered
as a function in W 10 p rXĂMq by setting fpxq “ 0 for all x R O. By Theorem 5.2 in [BSSW],
if g “ g1 ` g2 P W 10 pOq ‘ HpOq and g ě 0, the function g2 is also non-negative µ-almost
everywhere for any non-negative function g PW 10 p rXĂMq and g ě g1 µ-almost everywhere.
For any f P DomOp∆q and g ě 0 in W 10 p rXĂMq,
(2.2) |Epf, gq| “ |Epf.g1q| ď Cf ||g1||L2p rXĂMq ď Cf ||g||L2p rXĂMq.
Denote g`pxq “ maxtgpxq, 0u and g´ “ maxt´gpxq, 0u. By definition, for any g P
W 10 p rXĂMq, g` and g´ are also contained in W 10 p rXĂMq. Since g` and g´ satisfy the in-
equality (2.2), for any f P DomOp∆q and g PW 10 p rXĂMq,
|Epf, gq| ď Cf p||g`||L2p rXĂMq ` ||g´||L2p rXĂMqq ď 2Cf ||g||L2p rXq.
Thus, DomOp∆q is a subspace of Domp∆q.
Definition 2.7. rpD, D8qs
(1) The operator D : C8p rXĂMq Ñ S8p rXĂMoq is defined by,
Df |epxq “ pB2s `∆M qpf |eqpxq
for all e P E and x P eo, where ∆M is Laplace-Beltrami operator on ĂM .
(2) The space D8 is the subspace of C8p rXĂMq consisting of functions f such that
(i) TrĂMvDkf |e “ TrĂMvDkf |e1 for any edges e and e1 intersecting a vertex v and
(ii) [Kirchhoff’s law] for any positive integer k and for any vertex v,ÿ
ePEv
gpnv,e,∇Dkpf |eqq “ 0,
where Ev is the set of edges intersecting v and nv,e is the outwards unit vector
normal to Se along ĂMv.
The restriction of Laplacian ∆ on D8 coincides with D ([BSSW] Remark 7.3).
Lemma 2.8. Let O be a relatively compact open subset of rXĂM . The eigenfunctions of
p∆, DomOp∆qq is contained in D8c .
Proof. Let p be a eigenfunction in DomOp∆q. The restriction of p on an open strip Soe
satisfies ∆p|epxq “ Dp|epxq. Let U be an open set in ĂM with tvuˆU Ă OXĂMv, where v is
a vertex of e. Choose r ą 0 with Bpv, rqˆU Ă O. Let f be a compactly supported smooth
function on U . A smooth function F on Bpv, rq ˆ U is defined by F px rX , xĂM q “ fpxĂM q.
Let e be a point in e satisfying d rXpv, eq “  and pe1 , e2q be the set of points x in e with
1 ă d rXpv, xq ă 2. Denote Re “ teu ˆ U and Re1,2 “ pe1 , e2q ˆ U . Using Equation 5.6
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in [BSSW], one obtainsˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Re1,2
ppxqpλF pxq `∆ĂMF pxqqdµpxq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇż
U
Bsppe1 , xĂM qfpxĂM qdvolĂM pxĂM q ´
ż
U
Bsppe2 , xĂM qfpxĂM qdvolĂM pxĂM q
ˇˇˇˇ
(2.3)
Since p, f and ∆ĂMf is uniformly bounded, by (2.3), for all f P C8c pUq,
lim
Ñ0
ż
U
Bsppe, xĂM qfpxĂM qdvolĂM pxĂM q “
ż
U
Bsppv, xĂM qfpxĂM qdvolĂM pxĂM q
exists. As in the Section 5.B in [BSSW], using the Green formula and the definition of
Laplacian, for all f P C8c pUq, one obtainsÿ
vPe
ż
U
Bsppv, xĂM qfpxĂM qdvolĂM pxĂM q “ 0.
Thereom 5.12 in [BSSW] means that p is smooth and satisfies the Kirchoff’s law. 
The first property of eigenfunctions of the Laplacian is about the spectrum.
Theorem 2.9. ([Sc] Theorem A.3) The spectrum σpAq of a compact operator A on a Hilbert
space H is at most countable and has no nonzero accumulation point. If the dimension of
H is infinite, 0 P σpAq. The eigenspace of any eigenvalue λ ‰ 0 of A is finite dimensional.
By the definition of the Laplacian and Cauchy inequality, for any f P Domp∆q,
||p´∆` Iqf ||L2pOq ě ||f ||L2pOq.
Using Proposition 2.1 in [Sc], p´∆ ` Iq´1 is a bounded operator. Since the embedding
ι : W 10 pOq Ñ L2pOq is a compact operator, ι ˝ p´∆` Iq´1 : L2pOq Ñ L2pOq is compact.
Corollary 2.10. Let O be a relatively compact open subset of rXĂM . The spectrum of the
Laplacian p∆, DomOp∆qq is discrete and every eigenspace is finite dimensional.
Let Y and Z be normed vector spaces. A function A from an open set U of Y to Z is
Fre´chet differentiable if for all y P U , there exists a bounded linear operator DApyq from Y
to Z such that
lim
tÑ0
||Apy ` tq ´Apyq ´DApyqt||Z
||t||Y “ 0.
The operator DApyq is Fre´chet derivative at y. The function A is C1-function if the Fre´chet
derivative DA on U is continuous.
To observe the second property of eigenfunctions, we need the following theorem.
Theorem 2.11. ([Mc] 7.2.a Theorem 1, Lagrange multiplier for Banach space) Let Y be
a Banach spaces and let A,B : Y Ñ R be C1-functions. Let DA and DB be the Fre´chet
derivatives. If f P B´1p0q is an extreme point of A and DBpfq is a nontrivial linear
functional, then there exists a Lagrange multiplier λ P R such that
DApfq “ λDBpfq.
Let O be a relatively compact connected open set in rXĂM . Define functions
Apfq “ ||f 1||2
L2p rXĂMq, Bpfq “ ||f ||2L2p rXĂMq ´ 1
on W 10 pOq. Then the Fre´chet derivatives of A and B are DApfqg “ 2Epf, gq and DBpfqg “
2pf, gq, respectively.
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Suppose that Apfq is an extreme value of A on B´1p0q. Since the Fre´chet derivative
DBpfq is nontrivial, there exists a constant λ such that for all g PW 10 pOq,
Epf, gq “ λpf, gq.
By Cauchy inequality, f is contained in DomOp∆q and f is an eigenfunction of ´∆ with
eigenvalue λ. Using this fact, we find an orthonormal basis of L2pOq which consists of the
eigenfunctions of ∆:
Theorem 2.12. ([Mc] 7.2.b) Let O be a relatively compact connected open subset of rXĂM .
There is a maximal orthonormal set of eigenfunctions tpOi u such that for all f P L2pOq,
(2.4) f “
8ÿ
i“0
@
f, pOi
D
pOi .
LetO be a relatively compact open subset of rXĂM . Using the eigenfunctions of p∆, DomOp∆qq,
let us define a function pO : p0,8q ˆO ˆO Ñ R as follows:
pOpt, x, yq “
ÿ
e´λOi tpOi pxqpOi pyq,
where tpOi u is the orthonormal basis of L2pOq from the equation (2.4) and each constant
´λOi is the eigenvalue of the eigenfunction POi .
2.4. Constructing the heat kernel.
Definition 2.13. The heat kernel of a strip complex rXĂM is the fundamental solution of
the heat equation i.e. ∆xppt, x, yq “ Bppt, x, yq{Bt and ppt, x, yq Ñ δx´y as tÑ 0.
Using the eigenfunctions of Laplace-Beltrami operator of relatively compact open subsets
of a manifold M , Dodziuk built the heat kernel on M ([D]). Let us construct the heat
kernel ppt, x, yq on rXĂM analogously, and show that ppt, x, yq is stochastically complete, i.e.ş rXĂM ppt, x, yqdµpyq “ 1 for all t P p0,8q.
Lemma 2.14. Let I “ r0, T s Ă R and let O be a relatively compact connected open subset
of rXĂM . Let u : I ˆ O¯ Ñ R be a function such that up¨, xq : Io Ñ R is differentiable for any
x P O and upt, ¨q is in D8c pO¯q for any t P Io. If
(2.5) ∆upt, xq ´ d
dt
upt, xq ě 0 for all pt, xq P Io ˆO,
and if there is a point pt0, x0q P p0, T s ˆO such that M “ upt0, x0q is the maximum of u in
Io ˆO, then u is a constant function on Io ˆO.
Proof. Let Se be a strip of an edge intersecting the open set O. Suppose there exists a point
pt0, x0q P p0, T s ˆ Soe such that upt0, x0q is the maximum of u. By the maximum principle
(for example Theorem 3.3.5 in [PW]), the function u|po,T sˆSeXO¯ is constant. Then, it is
enough to show that u is a constant function when the maximum of u appears at a point
x0 “ pv0, xĂM,0q in ĂMv0 XO.
Suppose that there is a point pt0, x0q in p0, T s ˆ pĂMv0 X Oq such that upt0, x0q is the
maximum of u on p0, T sˆO. Choose a positive number ε satisfying Bpv0, qˆBpxĂM,0, εq Ă
O. To use maximum principle for manifolds, we define a function on Iˆp´ε, εqˆBpxĂM,0, εq
as follows:
uv0pt, a, xĂM q “
$’’’’&’’’’%
1
|te:tpeq“v0u|
ÿ
tpeq“v0
upt, ele`a, xĂM q if a ă 0
upt, v0, xq if a “ 0
1
|te:ipeq“v0u|
ÿ
ipeq“v0
upt, ea, xĂM q if a ą 0,
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BpxĂM,0, εq
x0
Bpv0, q p´ε, εq
p0, xĂM,0q
e1 XBpv0, εq p´ε, εq
p0, xĂM,0qx0
Figure 1. Maximal principle
where es is a point in e satisfying dpes, ipeqq “ s. Since upt, ¨q satisfies Kirchhoff’s rule for
all t, uv0 is smooth. By the maximum principle on manifolds, uv0 is constant. Hence, u is
constant on I ˆ pĂMv0 X Oq. If v0 “ ipeq (v0 “ tpeq, resp.) for some edge e, then Bsu|e ď 0
on I ˆ pĂMv0 XOq (Bsu|e ě 0, resp.).
Since upt, xq P D8c pO¯q for all t P p0, T s,ÿ
ipeq“v
Bsu|e “
ÿ
tpeq“v
Bsu|e “ 0
on IˆpĂMv0XOq. Suppose that there are an edge e and a point pt, xq P IˆpĂMv0XOq such that
Bsu|ept, xq ‰ 0 and ipeq “ v (tpeq “ v, resp.). Since řipeq“v0 Bsu|e “ 0 on IˆpĂMv0XOq, there
is an edge e such that Bu|ept, xq ą 0 and ipeq “ v0 pBsu|ept, xq ă 0 and tpeq “ v0, respq .
This is a contradiction. Therefore, each edge e intersecting v0 satisfies that Bsu|e “ 0. Let
e1 be an edge with initial vertex v0. The function uv0,e1 on Iˆp´ε, εqˆBpxM,0, εq is defined
as follows:
uv0,e1pt, a, xM q “
#
uv0pt, a.xM q if a ď 0
upt, e1a, xM q if a ą 0.
By the maximum principle, the restriction u|IˆpSe1XBpv,εqˆBpxM,0,εqq is a constant function.
Similarly, the restriction u|IˆpSe2XBpv,εqˆBpxM,0,εqq is a constant function when v0 is the
terminal vertex of an edge e2. Thus, the function u is constant on the star of v0. Since u has
the maximum at the boundary points of the star of v0, we conclude that u is constant. 
Since Γ is non-amenable and the bottom of the spectrum is non-zero by Theorem 8.5 in
[SW], λO,i ą 0. The function pOpt, x, yq satisfies the assumption of Lemma 2.14.
Proposition 2.15. For any relatively compact connected open set O, the function pOpt, x, yq
satisfies the following:
(i) pOpt, x, yq “ pOpt, y, xq and d
dt
pOpt, x, yq “ ∆ypOpt, x, yq,
(ii)
ż
O
pOpt, x, zqpOps, z, yqdµpzq “ pOpt` s, x, yq for all x, y P O,
(iii) pOpt, x, yq ą 0 for all x, y P O and for all t ą 0,
(iv)
ż
O
pOpt, x, yqdµpyq ď 1 for all t ě 0.
Proof. As the proof of Lemma 3.2 in [D], the parts p1q, p2q and p3q are proved by the
construction of pOpt, x, yq and Lemma 2.14.
Since lim
tÑ0
ż
O
pOpt, x, yqdµpyq “ 1, it is enough to show that d
dt
ż
O
pOpt, x, yqdµpyq ď 0.
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Since pOpt, x, ¨q satisfies Kirchhoff’s law, by Stokes’ theorem, we obtain the following:ż
O
d
dt
pOpt, x, yqdµpyq “
ż
O
∆ypOpt, x, yqdµpyq
“
ÿ
SoeXBO‰φ
ż
SoeXBO
gpny,∇ypOpt, x, yqqdV olSoeXBOpyq,
where V olSoeXBO is the volume form of S
o
e X BO and ny is the outward normal vector at y
relative to Soe X BO. Since for all pt, x, yq P p0,8q ˆ O ˆ O, pOpt, x, yq ą 0, and pOpt, x, yq
vanishes at the boundary of O, gpny,∇pOpt, x, yqq ď 0. Hence, p4q holds. 
Given two relatively compact connected open sets O1 and O2 with O¯1 Ă O2, for all x P O1
and y P BO1, pO1pt, x, yq ´ pO2pt, x, yq ď 0. Therefore, we conclude that for all x, y P O1,
pO1pt, x, yq ď pO2pt, x, yq.(2.6)
Definition 2.16. Let tOiuiě1 be an increasing sequence of relatively compact connected
open subsets such that Oi Ă Oi`1 for all i and
8ď
i“1
Oi “ rXĂM . Since pOipt, x, yq is bounded
for all pt, x, yq and for all i, we define the function ppt, x, yq as follows:
ppt, x, yq “ lim
iÑ8 pOipt, x, yq.
Note that ppt, x, yq does not depend on the choice of tOiu, since given a relatively compact
connected open set O, there exists a relatively compact connected open set Oi such that
O Ă Oi. Therefore, we conclude that
ppt, x, yq “ sup
OPO
pOpt, x, yq,
where the supremum is taken over the set of all relatively compact connected open subsets
of rXĂM .
Lemma 2.17. Let tuipt, xqu be an increasing sequence of functions satisfying the assump-
tion in Lemma 2.14. Suppose that uipt, xq satisfies the heat equation for all i, i.e. duidt “ ∆ui
and the sequence tuipt, xqu converges pointwise to a function upt, xq. Suppose that for all
compact subset K, there exists a constant CK such thatż
K
|uipt, xq|dµpxq ď CK .
Then tuipt, xqu converges uniformly to a function upt, xq on compact sets and upt, xq satisfies
the heat equation. Furthermore, up¨, xq is in C8pp0,8qq for all x P rXĂM and upt, ¨q is in
D8 for all t P p0,8q.
Proof. We follow the proof of Lemma 3.7 in [D]. For any pt, xq, there exists a connected
compact set K in rXĂM such that pt, xq is an interior point of rt1, t2s ˆK. Let O1 and O2
be open sets such that x P O1 Ă O2 Ă K and let h be a positive function of D8c such
that h|O1 ” 1 and h|KzO2 ” 0. Then we obtain the same integration as Lemma 3.7 in [D].
By Kirchhoff’s law and Stokes’ theorem, all the derivatives of ulpt, xq are described by the
integration of products of ul, the derivatives of h and the derivatives of pKopt, x, yq. Since
tuiu is an increasing sequence of functions and the sequence tuiu converges pointwise to a
function u, ui converges uniformly to u on compact sets. Thus, given a compact set K, the
derivative of u is obtained by the limit of integration. 
By Lemma 2.17, for all t P p0,8q and for all edge e, the restriction ppt, x, ¨q|eo has all the
derivatives. The derivatives can be extended to the bifurcation manifolds Mipeq and Mtpeq
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of the strip Se. As a limit, ppt, x, ¨q inherits properties of pOpt, x, yq described in Proposition
2.15.
Proposition 2.18. The function ppt, x, yq satisfies the following:
(i) ppt, x, yq “ ppt, y, xq and ddtppt, x, tq “ ∆yppt, x, yq.
(ii)
ż
rXĂM ppt, x, yqpps, y, zqdµpyq “ ppt` s, x, zq.
(iii) ppt, x, yq ą 0 for all pt, x, yq P p0,8q ˆ rXĂM ˆ rXĂM.
We now show the stochastically completenessż
rXĂM ppt, x, yqdµpyq “ 1.
By Proposition 2.15, for all t P p0,8q, ş rXĂM ppt, x, yqdµpyq ď 1. For any bounded function
upxq on rXĂM , and any relatively compact connected open set O, the restriction u|O is
contained in L2pOq. For all x P O, the following holds:
lim
tÑ0
ż
rXĂM pOpt, x, yqupyqdµpyq “ upxq.
We conclude that
lim
tÑ0
ż
rXĂM ppt, x, yqupyqdµpyq “ upxq.
This implies that ppt, x, yq is a heat kernel.
Theorem 2.19. ([BSSW] Theorem 4.3) If rXĂM is complete and for all x P rXĂM ,
(2.7)
ż 8
1
r
lnµpBpx, rqqdr “ 8,
then the solution of the bounded Cauchy problem on p0, T q ˆ rXĂM is unique. In particular,
e∆1 “ ş rXĂM ppt, x, yqdµpyq “ 1.
Since Γ acts cocompactly on rXĂM , the sectional curvature of ĂM is bounded. Hence,
there is a constant C such that the volume of BĂM pxĂM , rq and the sum of edge length in
B rXpx rX , rq is also bounded above by eCr. Since Bpx, rq is in B rXpx rX , rq ˆ BĂM pxM , rq, the
equation (2.7) holds and we obtain the following proposition.
Proposition 2.20. The heat kernel ppt, x, yq satisfies the following:
et∆fpxq “
ż
rXĂM ppt, x, yqfpyqdµpyq and
ż
rXĂM ppt, x, yqdµpyq “ 1.
3. Green functions of strip complexes
3.1. Convergence of Green function. In the section, we study the λ-Green function on
the strip complex rXĂM .
Definition 3.1. The bottom of the spectrum λ0 of ´∆ is defined as follows:
λ0 :“ inf
$&% ||f
1||2
L2p rXĂMq
||f ||2
L2p rXĂMq : f PW
1
0 p rXĂMqzt0u
,.- .
The λ-Green function is defined as follows:
Gλpx, yq :“
ż 8
0
eλtppt, x, yqdt.
The Green region is the set of λ P R such that the λ-Green function Gλ is finite.
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The generator A of a semigroup tTtutě0 of operators is an operator defined by
(3.1) Au :“ lim
tÑ0
Ttu´ u
t
.
The domain of A is DompAq :“ tu P H : Au exists as a strong limitu.
Definition 3.2. The semigroup P λt : L
2p rXĂMq Ñ L2p rXĂMq generated by p∆`λIq is defined
by the following: for all f P L2p rXĂMq,
P λt fpxq :“
ż
rXĂM eλtppt, x, yqfpyqdµpyq “ ep∆`λqtfpxq.
Recall that λ0 ą 0. Consider
E´λpu, vq “ Epu, vq ´ λ xu, vy for all λ P p´8, λ0s.
Using 0 ď E´λpu, uq ă Epu, uq for all u P W 10 pOq, one can show that E´λ is a closed form
for any λ P r0, λ0s. By Lemma 1.3.3 in [FOT], the semigroup P λt associated with Eλ is
contracting for all λ P r0, λ0s, i.e. ||P λt u||L2p rXĂMq ď ||u||L2p rXĂMq for all u P L2p rXĂMq.
Suppose that there is a function φ P W 10 p rXq such that ´∆φ “ λ0φ. Then P λ0t φ “ φ
µ-almost everywhere x. Since |φpxq| “ |P λ0t φpxq| ď |P λ0t |φpxq||, it follows that for all
t P p0,8q, ||P λ0t |φpxq|||L2p rXĂMq ě ||φ||L2p rXĂMq. As in Section 7 of [Su], we conclude that
φ is positive µ-almost everywhere, in particular, not compactly supported. Hence, every
eigenfunction of ´∆ with compact support has an eigenvalue greater than λ0.
Remark 3.3. The dimension of the eigenspace of λ0 in L
2p rXĂMq is at most 1. Let O be a
relatively compact connected open subset of rXĂM . Similar to the simplicity of p´λ0q, the
largest eigenvalue ´λO0 of p∆, DomOp∆qq is simple.
Definition 3.4. The resolvent set of ´∆ on Domp∆q is the set of λ P C such that p´∆´λIq
has a bounded inverse operator on H. The spectrum of ´∆ is the complement of the
resolvent set.
Proposition 3.5. The closure of the spectrum of the operator ´∆ is contained in rλ0,8q.
Proof. By definition, for any λ P pλ0,8q, there exists a function f in C8c p rXĂMq such that
λ0 ă
||f 1||2
L2p rXĂMq
||f ||2
L2p rXĂMq ă λ.
Let K be the support of f . As in Section 2.3, any eigenvalue of the eigenfunction pK
o
0 with
smallest eigenvalue in the equation (2.4) is smaller than λ. Hence, it is enough to show that
the open set p´8, λ0q is contained in the resolvent set of ´∆. Thus, for all f P Domp∆q
and for all λ P p´8, λ0q,
x´∆f, fy ´ λ xf, fy “ Epf, fq ´ λ xf, fy ą pλ0 ´ λq xf, fy .
The dimension of the kernel of p´∆´ λIq is zero. By Proposition 1.6 in [Sc], p´∆´ λIq is
surjective. By Proposition 2.1 in [Sc], p´∆´ λq has an inverse operator. Hence, the open
set p´8, λ0q is in the resolvent set of ∆. 
As in [Su], if λ is in Green region, for any compact set K and x in rXĂM , lim
tÑ8P
λ
t 1Kpxq “ 0.
For any λ ą λ0, there exists a connected relatively compact open set O in rXĂM such that
λ ą λOo . Since lim
tÑ8 e
λO0 tpOpt, x, yq “ pO0 pxqpO0 pyq, limtÑ8 P λt 1Kpxq “ 8, thus one obtain
the following corollary.
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Corollary 3.6. If λ is an element of the resolvent set of ´∆, then the inverse operator of
p´∆´ λIq is described by the following integral: for all f P L2p rXĂMq,
p´∆´ λIq´1pfqpxq “
ż
rXĂM Gλpx, yqfpyqdµ.
Furthermore, the Green region is p´8, λ0q or p´8, λ0s .
Definition 3.7. Let O be an open subset of rXĂM . Let Ωx be the set of continuous paths
in rXĂM starting at x and Yt be a Brownian path in Ωx.
(1) A function f in W 1locpOq is λ-harmonic on O if f is a weak solution of the following
equation: for all g PW 1c pOq,
Epf, gq “ λpf, gq.
(2) The probability measure Px on Ωx is defined as follows: for any 0 ă t1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă tn
and any Borel sets Bn in rXĂM ,
PxrYt1 P B1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Ytn P Bns
“
ż
B1ˆ¨¨¨ˆBn
ppt1, x, y1qpps1, y1, y2q ¨ ¨ ¨ ppsn, yn´1, ynqdµnpy1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ynq,
where µn “ µˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ µ and si “ ti ´ ti´1.
The probability measure Px describes the Brownian motion related to our Laplacian
on the strip complex ([BSSW], [FOT]). Following Sullivan’s argument ([Su]), we obtain
Lemma 3.8 and Theorem 3.11.
Lemma 3.8. Let O be a connected relatively compact open subset of rXĂM . Then for all
λ P p´8, λ0s, there exists a positive λ-harmonic function on O.
Proof. Let σO be the exit time, i.e. σOpY q “ inftt ě 0 : Yt P Ocu, where Yt is a continuous
path in rXĂM .
The expectation of a function f on Ωx is defined by Expfq “
ş
Ωx
fPx. The expectation
of eλt over the set of the random paths in Ωx staying in O reaching B at time t satisfies
Exreλt1ttăσO,YtPBus “
ż
B
eλtpOpt, x, yqdµpyq.
Since λ ă λO,i for all i and pOpt, x, yq “
8ř
i“1
e´λOi tpOi pxqpOi pyq, we define a function fλ
associated with a function on f on BO as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 in [Su]. Remark 3.3
implies that the hitting distribution on BO depends on pO1 , thus the proof in [Su] varied.
Given a positive function f on BO and λ P p´8, λ0s, we extend the function fλ as follows:
for all x P O,
fλpxq :“ ExreλσOfpYσOqs.
By Theorem 4.3.1 in [FOT] and the proof of Theorem 5.2 in [BSSW], fλ P W 1locpOq is a
weak solution of the following equation
(3.2) Eλpfλ, uq “ 0 for all u PW 10 pOq,
and fpxq “ fλpxq for all x P 4BO. By Proposition 5.12 in [BSSW], fλ P D8pO¯q. 
Proposition 3.9. The set of λ P R such that there exists a positive λ-harmonic function
coincides with p´8, λ0s.
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Proof. Let tK rX,nu be an increasing sequence of connected compact sets of rX whose bound-
ary consists of vertices of rX and let tKĂM,nu be an increasing sequence of connected compact
sets of ĂM . Denote by Kn “ K rX,nˆKĂM,n. Suppose that ď
n
Kn “ rXĂM . By Lemma 3.8, for
any λ P p´8, λ0s, there exists a sequence of positive functions fn such that fn P D8pKnq
and ´∆fn “ λfn. Let v0 be a vertex in
8Ş
n“1
K rX,n and let pv0, x0q be a point in Mv0 XK1.
We may assume that fnpv0, x0q “ 1 for all n. Let us consider an edge e with v as a vertex
of e. By Harnack’s principle, there exists a subsequence fe,i of fn that converges uniformly
to a λ-harmonic function on Kn X Soe . Using Harnack’s principle to strips connected to
the strips Se, we find a subsequence f1,i of fn that converges uniformly to a λ-harmonic
function on K1. Inductively, we obtain a subsequence fn,k of fn´1,j which converges to
a λ-harmonic function on Kn. As n goes to infinity, we find a subsequence of fn which
converges to a λ-harmonic function f uniformly on compact sets.
Let f be a positive λ-harmonic function. See the proof of Theorem 2.1 in [Su]. Then λ
must be contained in p´8, λ0s. 
As in [Su], if the compact convex set of positive p´λ0q-harmonic functions f satisfying
fpx0q “ 1 for some x0 has more than one element, the λ0-Green function is finite.
Proposition 3.10. ([Su]) If the Green region is p´8, λ0q, then there exists a unique positive
p´λ0q-harmonic function up to a constant multiple.
Following the proof of Theorem 3 in [LS], we show the following theorem.
Theorem 3.11. If Γ is non-amenable, then the λ0-Green function is finite.
Proof. By Lemma 3.8, there exists a positive p´λ0q-harmonic function f . Denote
qpt, x, yq :“ eλ0tppt, x, yqfpyq{fpxq.
Let us define a semigroup tQtu as follows: for any g P L8p rXĂMq,
Qtgpxq :“
ż
B
qpt, x, yqgpyqdµpyq.
Denote ut0ptq “ upt ` t0q. Since R` is amenable, there exists a linear functional ϕ on
CbpR`q such that for all t0 P R` and for all u P L8pR`q, ϕput0q “ ϕpuq and }ϕ}op ď 1.
Denote Hλ0 “ tg P Cbp rXĂMq : Qtg “ gu. The map rϕ from L8p rXĂMq to the subspace Hλ0
is defined as follows: for any g P L8p rXĂMq,rϕpfqpxq :“ ϕpQt`t0fpxqq.
Suppose that the λ0-Green function diverges. By Proposition 3.10, the space Hλ0 consists
of constant functions. Any function g in L8pΓq is regarded as a function in L8p rXĂMq, by
defining as follows gpxq “ gpγq, where x P γF .
As in [LS], the functional rϕ on L8pΓq is Γ-invariant. Hence, the group Γ is amenable. 
4. Martin boundary of hyperbolic graphs
Let rX be a locally finite connected complete Gromov hyperbolic graph whose Gromov
boundary B rX is an infinite set. The graph rX itself, as the product of rX with one point is a
strip complex. Let lm and lM be the smallest and the largest edge length of rX. Let Bpx, rq
and Spx, rq be the ball and the sphere of radius r centered at x. Suppose that a discrete
group Γ acts isometrically and geometrically on rX. Since group Γ is quasi-isometric to rX,
Γ is hyperbolic and non-amenable.
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Ancona showed that for any Riemannian manifold with negatively pinched curvature,
there exists a constant C satisfying the inequality (1.1) when λ P r0, λ0 ´ q ([A]). Using
the inequality (1.1), Ancona proved that the geometric boundary of a hyperbolic group
coincides with the λ-Martin boundary for all λ P r0, λ0q. Using the ideas of [GL] and [G],
Ledrappier and Lim showed that the geometric boundary of a universal cover of a negatively
curved closed manifold coincides with its λ0-boundary ([LL]). We extend their results to
hyperbolic graphs.
4.1. Harnack inequality for graphs. Since the functionGλpx, yq is λ-harmonic on rXztxu,
Harnack inequality is used to show Ancona-Goue¨zel inequality. In this section, we show
the graph version of Harnack inequality, which is the analog of the result of Cheng and Yao
([CY]). Denote the counting measure of a discrete subset Y Ă rX(A Ă Γ, resp.) by |Y | (|A|,
resp.).
Proposition 4.1. Let f be a positive λ-harmonic function on Bpx, r ` 1q. Then there
exists a constant r˚ P rr, r ` 1s such that
(4.1)
ż
Bpx.rq
|plog fq1|2 dµ ď 2|BBpx, r˚q|.
Proof. Let r “ r0 ă r1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă rn “ r ` 1 be the maximal sequence of radii in which
branching appears between r and r ` 1.
Step 1. We observe each interval pri, rr`1s. Since f is a λ-harmonic function, f is contained
in the space D8. Hence, plog fq1 is well-defined on each closed edges and ∆ log f coincides
with plog fq2. Thus
(4.2) plog fq2 “ f2{f ´ |plog fq1|2.
For any s and δ such that ps´ δ, ss Ă pri, ri`1s, choose ϕ P C8pBpx, r ` 1qq satisfying
ϕ|Bpx,s´δq ” 1 and ϕ|Bpx,sqc ” 0 and |ϕ1| ď 2δ .
By the equation (4.2) and Kirchhoff’s law, we obtain
(4.3) ´
ż
Cs,δ
ϕ1plog fq1dµ “
ż
Bpx,sq
´λϕdµ´
ż
Bpx,sq
|plog fq1|2ϕdµ,
where Cs,δ “ Bpx, sqzBpx, s´ δq. Let ri,˚ be the middle point of the interval rri, ri`1s. By
Ho¨lder’s inequality and (4.3),ż
Bpx,sq
|plog fq1|2ϕdµ ď p2
δ
ż
Cs,δ
|plog fq1|2dµq 12 p|BBpx, ri,˚q|q 12 .
For any measurable function f on Bpx, ri`1q and for any s P pri, ri`1q, define a differentiable
function f¯ by
f¯psq “
ż
Bpx,sq
fdµ.
Since Bpx, ri`1qzBpx, riq is a disjoint union of |BBpx, ri,˚qq| distinct intervals of length
ri`1 ´ ri, we have:
1
|BBpx, ri,˚q| ď
2F 1psq
F psq2 ,
where F pr1q “ şBpx,r1q |plog fq1|2dµ. Integrating over the interval pri, ri`1s,
(4.4)
ri`1 ´ ri
|BBpx, ri,˚q| “
ż ri`1
ri
1
|BBpx, ri,˚q| ď
ż ri`1
ri
2F 1psq
F psq2 ds “
2
F priq ´
2
F pri`1q .
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Step 2. Using the inequality (4.4), we have:
n´1ÿ
i“0
ri`1 ´ ri
|BBpx, ri,˚q| ď
n´1ÿ
i“0
ˆ
2
F priq ´
2
F pri`1q
˙
ď 2
F prq .
Let r˚ be a number such that |BBpx, r˚q| “ max0ďiďn´1 |BBpx, ri,˚q|. Then
1
|BBpx, r˚q| “
řn´1
i“0 ri`1 ´ ri
|BBpx, r˚q| ď
n´1ÿ
i“0
ri`1 ´ ri
|BBpx, ri,˚q| ď
2
F prq ,
thus the inequality (4.1) holds. 
Using Proposition 4.1, we obtain the graph version of Harnack inequality.
Corollary 4.2. Let u be a positive λ-harmonic function in CpBpx, r ` 1qq. Then there
exists a explicit constant Dr “ p2|BBpx, r˚q|µpBpx, rqq 12 such that for all y, z P Bpx, rq,
upyq
upzq ď Dr.
4.2. Proof of Ancona-Goue¨zel inequality. Using the properties of Markov process as
in [LL], we prove the Ancona-Goue¨zel inequality. In this section, the constant C may vary
from line to line. In this section, we mainly use the strong Markov property.
Definition 4.3. Let pΩ,M, tYtutě0,Pq be a Markov process with state space pS,Bq. Let
Mt be a σ-algebra generated by tYtu.
(i) A function σ on Ω is a stopping time if tx P Ω : σpxq ď tu PMt for all t.
(ii) Let σ be a stopping time. Denote Mσ “ tA PM : AXtx P Ω : σpxq ď tu PMt,@t ě
0u. The Markov process has strong Markov property if Mt` “ Ş
t1ąt
Mt1 and for any
x P S, t ě 0, B P B and stopping time σ, PxpYσ`s P E|Mσq “ PYσpYs P Eu.
The exit time σO of a relatively compact connected open set O in Lemma 3.8 is the
example of stopping time. The process derived from a strongly local regular Dirichlet form
is a strong Markov process on continuous paths with probability 1 ([FOT] Theorem 4.5.3
and Theorem 7.3.1).
Using the exit time σO of an open set O, the relative Green function Gλpx, y : Oq is
defined as follows: for any Borel measurable function f and for any distinct points x, y P O,ż
O
Gλpx, y : Oqfpyqdµ “ Ex
„ż σO
0
eλtfpYtqdt

.
By the strong Markov property, we have the following proposition as in [LL].
Proposition 4.4. Let O1 and O2 be connected open sets in rX which are not disjoint. Then
we have the following: for all x P O1zO2 and y P O1 and for all λ P r0, λ0s,
(4.5) Gλpx, y : O1q “ Exr1τăσeλτGλpYτ , y : O1qs `Gλpx, y : O1zO2q,
where σ “ σO1 and τ “ σO1zO2 are the exit time of O1 and O1zO¯2, respectively.
Remark 4.5. To show Proposition 4.4, we need Lebesgue’s theorem, which is clear if a
point x is in an open edge eo. Let us verify Lebesgue theorem for vertices of rX. Let δ be
smaller than the smallest length of edges in the graph rX. For a vertex x in rX,
1
Bpx, δq
ż
Bpx,δq
fdµ “ 1
degpxq
ˆ ÿ
ipeq“x
1
δ
ż δ
0
fdt`
ÿ
tpeq“x
1
δ
ż le
le´δ
fdt
˙
.
Using Lebesgue theorem on each edge, we obtain the graph version of Lebesgue’s theorem.
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Lemma 4.6. There exists a constant Ar such that for all λ P r0, λ0s and for all py, zq in
Bpx, rq2 with dpy, zq ě r{2,
Gλpy, z : Bpx, 2rqq ě Ar.
Proof. Suppose on the contrary that there exists a sequence of pλn, yn, znq P r0, λsˆBpx, rq2
such that
Gλnpyn, zn : Bpx, 2rqq ď 1n.
Since r0, λs ˆ Bpx, rq2 is compact, the sequence tpλn, yn, znqu8n“1 has a convergent sub-
sequence tpλnk , ynk , znkqu8k“1 with the limit point pλ, y, zq. The point pλ, y, zq satisfies
Gλpy, z;Bpx, 2rqq “ 0. By Theorem 4.4.1 in [FOT], for all t ą 0,
Gλpy, z : Bpx, 2rqq “
ż 8
0
eλtpBpx,2rqpt, x, yqdt “ 0, thus pBpx,2rqpt, x, yq “ 0,
which contradicts Proposition 2.15 (3). 
Let us consider the equation (4.5). The measure ηλ,O1XBO2x on O1 X BO2 is defined as
follows: for all y P O1,
(4.6)
ż
O1XBO2
Gλpz, y : O1qdηλ,O1XBO2x pzq :“ Exr1τăσeλτGλpYτ , y : O1qs.
Using the strong Markov property, we obtain the following lemma.
Lemma 4.7. Let O1 and O2 be connected open sets in rX. Suppose that for any z P O1XBO2,
µppBpy, 1q XO1 XO2qzBpy, 1{2qq ě 12 . Let f be a bounded positive function on BO2. There
exists a constant C such that for all x P O1zO2
(4.7)
ÿ
zPO1XBO2
Gλpx, zqfpzq ě C
ż
O1XBO2
fpzqdηλpzq,O1XBO2x .
Proof. The measure of pBpy, 1qXO1XO2qzBpy, 1{2q is contained in the interval r1{2, dM{2s,
where dM is the maximal degree of rX. By Harnack inequality, there exists a constant C
such that for all y P O1 X BO2,
(4.8)
ż
pBpy,1qXO1XO2qzBpy,1{2q
Gλpx, y1qdµpy1q ď CGλpx, yq.
By Lemma 4.6, we have the following inequality:
(4.9)
1
2
A2 ă
ż
pBpy,1qXO1XO2qzBpy,1{2q
Gλpy, y1 : O1qdµpy1q.
Denote σ “ σO1 and τ “ σO1zO2 . By Proposition 4.4, we have the following:ÿ
zPO1XBO2
fpzq
ż
pBpz,1qXO1XO2qzBpz,1{2q
Gλpx, y1qdµpy1q(4.10)
ě
ÿ
zPO1XBO2
fpzq
ż
pBpz,1qXO1XO2qzBpz,1{2q
Gλpx, y1 : O1qdµpy1q
ě Ex
„
1τăσ
ż σ
0
eλt1pBpYτ ,1qXO1XO2qzBpYτ ,1{2qpYtqfpYτ qdt

“ Ex
„
1τăσeλτfpYτ qEYτ
„ż σ´τ
0
1pBpYτ ,1qXO1XO2qzBpYτpY q,1{2qpYtqdt

“ Ex
„
1τăσeλτfpYτ q
ż
pBpYτ ,1qXO1XO2qzBpYτ ,1{2q
GλpYτ , y1 : O1qdµpy1q

.
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By the inequalities (4.8) and (4.9), and (4.10), we have the inequality (4.7). 
Using the proof of Theorem 3.5 in [LL], we have the following theorem.
Lemma 4.8. Let O1 be an open set in rX and let O2 be a relatively compact open subset
of O1 with dpBO1, O2q ě 1. There exists a constant C such that for any x P O1zO2 and for
any y P O2,
(4.11) C
ż
O1XBO2
fpzqdηλ,O1XBO2x pzq ě
ÿ
zPBO2
Gλpx, zqfpzq.
Theorem 4.9. Let y be a point on a geodesic rx, zs between x and z. Suppose that dpx, yq ě
1 and dpy, zq ě 1. There exists a constant C such that for all λ P p0, λ0s,
(4.12) C´1Gλpx, yqGλpy, zq ď Gλpx, zq.
Proof. By equation (4.5), we obtain the following inequality:
Gλpx, zq ě
ż
Spy,1{2q
Gλpx, y1qdηλ,Spy,1{2qz py1q “ EzreλσGλpx, Yσqs,
where σ “ σBpy,1{2q. By the Lemma 4.8, there exists a constant C such thatż
spy,1{2q
Gλpx, y1qdηλ,Spy,1{2qz py1q ě C´1
ÿ
y1PSpy,1{2q
Gλpx, y1qGλpy1, zq.
Since Γ acts cocompactly, we can choose C independent of y P X0. By Harnack inequality,
we obtain the inequality (4.12). 
By Proposition 2.18 and the integration by substitution, the following proposition holds
as in [LL].
Proposition 4.10. For λ P r0, λ0q, for any two distinct points x, y in rX,
(4.13)
B
BλGλpx, yq “
ż
rX Gλpx, zqGλpz, yqdz.
The inverse operator of p´∆ ´ λIq is described by the Green function Gλpx, yq (see
Corollary 3.6). Hence, for two distinct points x, y in rX, the derivative BBλGλpx, yq converges
at λ P p0, λ0q.
Denote by γx the element satisfying x P γxX0. Then we obtain the following lemma.
Lemma 4.11. ([G], Lemma 2.4) There exists a positive constant D such that for all x, y,
and z in rX, there exists an element γpy, zq P Γ such that dpe, γpy, zqq ă D and
dpx, yq ` dpx, zq ´ 3diampX0q ď dΓpx, γyγpy, zqzq.
Proof. By Theorem 2.12 in [GH], there exists a constant C such that for all points x1, x2, x3, x4 PrX, there exists a map Φ from tx1, x2, x3, x4u to some metric tree T satisfying
(4.14) dpxi, xjq ´ C ď dT pΦpxiq,Φpxjqq ď dpxi, xjq
for all xi, xj P tx1, x2, x3, x4u.
As in the proof of Lemma 2.4 in [G], since Γ is non-elementary, there exist two elements α
and β in Γ such that the sequences tα˘nxu and tβ˘nxu converge to 4 distinct points α˘ and
β˘ in B rX, respectively. Put D “ maxtdpe, aN q : a P tα˘, β˘uu. Denote V pα˘q and V pβ˘q
be the disjoint neighborhood of α˘ and β˘ in rX Y B rX, respectively. For any a P tα˘, β˘u,
there exists a constant K such that for any γx P V pa`qc, the distance of Φpxq and the
branching point in T is bounded above by K. Choose a P tα˘, β˘u with γ´1z x P V pa`qc
and γwx P V pa´qc. Choose N such that dpaNx, xq ě 4K ` 3C for all a P tα˘, β˘u.
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Φpxq
Φpγ´1y xq
ΦpaNxq
γy
Φpγyxq
Φpxq
ΦpγyaNxq
ΦpγyaNγzxq
Φpa´Nxq Φpxq
Φpγzxq
γya
N
Figure 2. Tree approximation
As in [G], dpx, γyxq ` dpx, γzxq ď dpx, γyaNγzxq. By the triangle inequality, we complete
the proof of the lemma. 
Let lm be the minimal edge length of rX. Denote by Ax,n “ te P E : eX Spx, nlmq ‰ φu
and Bx,n “ Ť
ePAx,n
e. Using Lemma 4.11, we prove the following which is the analog of
Lemma 2.5 in [G].
Proposition 4.12. There is a constant C ą 0 such that for all integer n ě 3diampX0q `
lM ` 1 and for all λ P r0, λ0s, ż
Bx,n
G2λpx, yqdµpyq ď C.
Proof. By Harnack inequality and (4.13), for all λ P r0, λ0q and for all y P Bpx, 1q,ÿ
nądiampX0q
ż
Bx,n
G2λpx, yqdµpyq ď lM
ż
rX´Bpx,1qG2λpx, zqdµpzq
ď ClM
ż
rX´Bpx,1qGλpx, zqGλpz, yqdµpzq ă 8,(4.15)
By the inequality (4.15), the integration
ş
Bx,n
G2λpx, zqdµpzq is bounded for all λ P r0, λ0q.
By Lemma 4.11, there exists a constant C such that for any z P Bx,m and w P Bx,n,
(4.16) Gλpx, γpz, wqxq ě C.
Using Propositon 4.1, (4.16) and Theorem 4.9 in order, we obtain
G2λpx, zqG2λpx,wq “ G2λpx, zqG2λpγzγpz, wqx, γzγpz, wqwq
ď CG2λpx, γzxqG2λpγzx, γzγpz, wqxqG2λpγzγpz, wqx, γzγpz, wqwq
ď CG2λpx, γzγpz, wqwq.(4.17)
Since dΓpe, γpz, wqq ă D for all z, w P rX,
pm`nqlm´ 3diampX0q´ lM ´ 2 ď dpx, γzγpz, wqwq ď pm`nqlm` 2`DdiampX0q` 2lM .
The point z is contained in the neighborhood of the geodesic from x to γzγpz, wqw. By the
inequality (4.17),
(4.18)
ż
Bx,m
ż
Bx,n
G2λpx, zqG2λpx,wqdµpzqdµpwq ď C
T2ÿ
i“1
ż
Bx,i`T1
G2λpx, zqdµpzq,
where T1 “ maxtl P N : l ď pm ` nqlm ´ 2diampX0q ´ lMu and T2 “ mintn P N : n ě
pD ` 1qdiampX0q ` 3lM ` 2u. Let Mλ be the supremum of
ş
Bx,n
G2λpx, zqdµpzq. By the
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inequality (4.18), the following holds:
M2λ ď C
T2ÿ
i“1
Mλ “ CT2Mλ.
Hence, Mλ ď CT2 for any λ P r0, λ0q. Suppose that Mλ0 ą CT2. There exists a constant n
satisfying ż
Bx,n
G2λ0px, yqdµpyq ą CT2.
For any x, y P rX , Gλpx, yq is continuous with respect to λ. There exists a constant λ in
r0, λ0q such that
ş
Bx,n
G2λpx, yqdµpyq ą CT2. This is a contradiction. 
Using the strong Markov property as in [LL], we obtain the following proposition.
Proposition 4.13. ([LL], Proposition 8.6) Let O1, O2, and O3 be open sets in rX satisfying
O3 Ă O2 Ă O1. Then the following equation holds: for any x P O1zO¯2,ż
O2XBO3
fpzqdηO2XBO3x pzq “
ż
O1XBO2
ˆż
O2XBO3
fpzqdηO2XBO3y pzq
˙
dηO1XBO2x pyq.
The following lemma is analogous to Lemma 2.6 in [G], which is the main technical part
of the proof of Theorem 4.15.
Lemma 4.14. Let y be a point on a geodesic rx, zs between x and z. There exist constants
ε ą 0 and R0 ą 0 such that for all dpx, yq ě r, dpy, zq ě r and r ě R0,
Gλ0px, z : Bpy, rqcq ď 2e´εr .(4.19)
Proof. Step 1. Geometric argument using quasi isometry: Since Gλ0px, z : Bpy, rqcq “ 0 if
Bpy, rqc is disconnected, we may assume that Bpx, rqc is connected for all r. Since Γ is
cocompact, by Theorem 10.2 in [BS], there exist a map Ψ from rX to a convex subset Y of
a hyperbolic space Hn and positive constants L and k such that for all x, y P rX,
|Ldpx, yq ´ dHnpΨpxq,Ψpyqq| ď k
and Y is contained in the k-neighborhood of Ψp rXq. Since the image of the geodesic rx, zs
is a quasi-geodesic in Hn, it is contained in the K-neighborhood of the geodesic g from
Ψpxq to Ψpzq in Hn (see Figure 2). Choose a point o on the geodesic g in Hn such that
dHnpΨpyq, oq ă K.
Let a, b be points in rX and let ia,b be the radius of the inscribed circle of the geodesic
triangle 4oΨpaqΨpbq in Hn, which is bounded by a universal constant, say R1 (Proposition
II.1.17 in [BH]). Choose a positive constant κ ă L. Denote
R2 “ max
"
R1,
3k ` 2K
2L
` 3lM , 3lM ` 3k `K ` logp8 tanhR1q
2pL´ κq
*
.
By Theorem 7.11.2.(i) in [Be],
(4.20) tanh ia,b “ sinhppΨpaq|Ψpbqqoq tan 1
2
=oΨpaqΨpbq.
By (4.20), for all a, b in rX with pΨpaq|Ψpbqqo ą loga16` 8 tanh2R2,
(4.21) tan=OΨpaqΨpbq “ 2 sinhppΨpaq|Ψpbqqoq tanh ia,b
sinh2ppΨpaq|Ψpbqqoq ´ tanh2 ia,b ď 8ptanh ia,bqe
´pΨpaq|Ψpbqqo .
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By the triangle inequality, for all edge e with dpipeq, yq ą R2 and points a, b in e,
2pΨpaq|Ψpbqqo “ pdHnpΨpaq, oq ` dHnpΨpbq, oq ´ dHnpΨpaq,Ψpbqqq
ě Lpdpa, yq ` dpb, yq ´ dpa, bqq ´ 3k ´ 2K
ě Lp2dpipeq, yq ´ 3lM q ´ 3k ´ 2K ą 0.(4.22)
By (4.21) and (4.22), for all edge e with dpipeq, yq ą R2,
θe :“ maxt=oΨpaqΨpbq : a, b P eu ď tan θe ď e´κdpipeq,yq.(4.23)
x Ψpxq
o
y
Ψpyq
ui
z Ψpzq
w
rX Hn
BAipθiq θ “ 2i´1
N
θ “ 2i´1`θi
N
θ “ 2i
N θ “ 2i`1
N
θ “ 2i`2
N
Ψ
K
Figure 3. Ancona-Goue¨zel inequality
Fix  ă κ and r ą R2 satisfying e´κr ă e´r{4. Denote N “ zer{. Denote A0 “ txu,
AN`1 “ tzu and let Aipθq be the connected component containing z of the set
tu P Bpy, rqc : =oΨpxqΨpuq ą p2i´ 1q{N ` θu.
Fix an N-tuple pθ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , θN q P r0, 1{N sN . Denote Ai “ Aipθiq. Let ui be a point in BAi.
Then there exists a point w such that =oΨpxqΨpwq ă θi ` p2i´ 1q{N and w and ui are in
the same edge e. By (4.23),
(4.24) =oΨpxqΨpuiq ď =oΨpxqΨpwq `=oΨpwqΨpuiq ď 2i{N ` θe ď p8i` 1q{4N.
Hence, ui is not in the interior point of Ai`1.
Step 2. Decomposition of Gλ0px, z : Bpx, rqcq Using Proposition 4.4 and (4.6), we have:
(4.25) Gλ0pui, z : Bpx, rqcq “
ż
BAi`1
Gλ0pui`1, z : Bpx, rqcqdηλ0,BAi`1XBpx,rq
c
ui pui`1q.
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By Propositon 4.13 and (4.25),
Gλ0px, z : Bpx, rqcq “
ż
BA1
Gλ0pu1, z : Bpx, rqcqdηλ0,BA1XBpx,rq
c
x pu1q
“
ż
BA1
ż
BA2
Gλ0pu2, z : Bpx, rqcqdηλ0,BA2XBpx,rq
c
u1 pu2qηλ0,BA1XBpx,rq
c
x pu1q
“
ż
BA1
¨ ¨ ¨
ż
BAN
Gλ0puN , z : Bpx, rqcqdηλ0,BANXBpx,rq
c
uN´1 puN q ¨ ¨ ¨ ηλ0,BA1XBpx,rq
c
x pu1q
ď
ż
BA1
¨ ¨ ¨
ż
BAN
Gλ0puN , zqdηλ0,BANXBpx,rq
c
uN´1 puN q ¨ ¨ ¨ ηλ0,BA1XBpx,rq
c
x pu1q.(4.26)
Since Ai is connected, µppBpui, 1q X AiqzBpui, 1{2qq ě 12 . By Proposition 4.7, for any ui PBAi,
(4.27)ż
BAi`1
Gλ0pui`1, zqdηλ0,BAi`1XBpx,rq
c
ui pui`1q ď C
ÿ
ui`1PBAi`1
Gλ0pui, ui`1qGλ0pui`1, zq.
As in [G] and [LL], the operator Li : l
2pBAi`1q Ñ l2pBAiq is defined by
Lifpuiq “
ÿ
ui`1PBAi`1
Gλ0pui, ui`1qfpui`1q.
Let ||Li||op be the operator norm of Li. Applying (4.26) and (4.27),
Gλ0px, z : Bpx, rqcq ď CN
ÿ
u1PBA1
¨ ¨ ¨
ÿ
uNPBAN
Gλ0px, u1qGλ0pu1, u2q ¨ ¨ ¨Gλ0puN , zq
“ CN pGλ0px¨q, L1L2 ¨ ¨ ¨LNGλ0p¨, zqql2pBA1q
ď CN ||Gλ0px, ¨q||l2pBA1q||L1 ¨ ¨ ¨LNGλ0p¨, zq||l2pBA1q
ď CN ||Gλ0px, ¨q||l2pBA1q||L1||op ¨ ¨ ¨ ||LN ||op||Gλ0p¨, zq||l2pBAN q.
By Cauchy inequality,
||Lif ||2l2pBAiq ď
ÿ
uiPBAi
ui`1BAi`1
G2λ0pui, ui`1q||f ||2l2pBAi`1q.
Denote
fipθ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , θN q “
¨˚
˚˝ ÿ
uiPBAipθiq
ui`1PBAi`1pθi`1q
G2λ0pui, ui`1q
‹˛‹‚
1{2
.
To complete the proof, it remains to find an N -tuple pθ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ θN q P r0, 1{N sN such that for
all i,
||Li||op ď fipθ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , θN q ă 1
4C2
.
Step 3. Contribution of edges in fipθ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , θN q: Given edges e and e1, the functionG|e,e1pθi, θi`1q
is defined by
G|e,e1pθi, θi`1q “
#
Gλ0px, yq if x P eX BAipθiq and y P e1 X BAi`1pθi`1q
0 otherwise.
By applying Corollary 4.2 twice to edges e and e1,
(4.28) G|e,e1pθi, θi`1q ď D2lMGλ0pipeq, ipe1qq.
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Let dθi be the Lebesgue measure on the interval r0, 1{2N s. By (4.23) and (4.28),ż 1{2N
0
ż 1{2N
0
G|2e,e1pθi, θi`1qdθidθi`1 ď D4lMG2λ0pipeq, ipe1qqθiθi`1
ď D4lMG2λ0pipeq, ipe1qqe´κpdpipeq,yq`dpipe
1q,yqq
ď D
6
lM
lm
e´κdpipeq,ipe1qq
ż
e1
G2λ0pipeq, ¨qdµ.(4.29)
Step 4. Counting γ P Γipvq: Let Ei be the set of edges in rX that intersect BAipθq for some
θ P r0, 1{N s. By (4.29),ż 1
N
0
ż 1
N
0
fidθidθi`1 “
ÿ
eiPEi
ei`1PEi`1
ż 1{2N
0
ż 1{2N
0
G|2ei,ei`1pθi, θi ` 1qdθidθi`1
ď C
ÿ
eiPEi
ei`1PEi`1
e´κdpipeiq,ipei`1qq
ż
ei`1
G2λ0pipeiq, ¨qdµ
ď C
ÿ
eiPEi
ei`1PEi`1
e
´κdpγ´1
ipeiqipeiq,γ
´1
ipeiqipei`1qq
ż
ei`1
G2λ0pγ´1ipeiqipeiq, γ´1ipeiq¨qdµ.(4.30)
Let ei be an edge in Ei. By (4.23), for any w P ei,
=oΨpxqΨpwq ě p2i´ 1q{N ´ θei ě p8i´ 5q{4N.
Denote Ci “ tu P Bpx, rqc : =oΨpxqΨpuq P rp8i ´ 5q{4N, p8i ` 1q{4N su. If ei P Ei, then
ei Ă Ci. Let ry, vs ba a geodesic segment from y to a vertex v in rX. Denote
Γipvq “ tγ P Γ : γy P Ci and γv P Ci`1u.
By Corollary 4.2 and (4.30), we haveż 1
N
0
ż 1
N
0
fidθidθi`1 ď C
ÿ
vPV
ÿ
ePE
ipeq“v
|Γipvq|e´κpdpy,vq´diampX0qq
ż
e
G2λ0py, ¨qdµ.(4.31)
Similar to (4.23), for any γ P Γipvq,
e´κpγy|γvqy ě =oΨpγyqΨpγvq ě 1{4N.
This means κpγy|γvqy ď r ` log 4. Since dpy, γyq ě r and dpy, γvq ě r, for sufficiently
small , pγy|γvqy ď 2r and dpγy, γvq ě r. Hence, the length of ry, vs is at least r and there
exists a point w in ry, vs such that γw P Bpy, 2rq. Denote hprq “ pr` 2diampX0qq{lm. Let
dΓ be a word metric defined by S “ tγ P Γ : γX0XX0u. Let idΓ be the identity of Γ. Since
dpw, γyq ě 2r for all γ P Γ with dΓpidΓ, γq ě hp2rq, BpidΓ, hp2rqqX0 contains Bpy, 2rq.
If γw is in BpidΓ, hp2rqqX0 for some w P ry, vs, then γ P BpidΓ, hp2rqqγw. The geodesic
ry, vs intersects at most hpdpy, vqq orbits of X0. Hence, there exists a constant C 1 such that
for all v with dpy, vq ě r, |Γipvq| ď p1` hpdpy, vqqqe2C1dpy,vq.
Step 5. Finding  and r using κ in (4.23): Denote Vn “ tv P V : nlm ă dpy, vq ď pn `
1qlmu.
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For any v P Vn, if v is a vertex of an edge e, then eXSpy, nlmq ‰ φ or eXSpy, pn` 1qlmq ‰
φ. Choose R3 ą 0 so that eκr{2 ě p1` hpr ` 1qq2 for all r ą R3. By (4.31),ż 1
N
0
ż 1
N
0
fidθidθi`1 ď C
8ÿ
n“zr{lm{
ÿ
vPVm
ÿ
ePE
ipeq“v
t1` hpn` 1qu2e´κn`2C1pn`1q
ż le
0
G2λ0py, etqdt
ď 2C
8ÿ
n“zr{lm{
e´κn{2`2C1pn`1qMλ0 ,
where et is a point in the edge ei such that dpipeq, etq “ t. For sufficiently small ,
maxt4pC ` 1q, 4u ď κ{4. Using Proposition 4.12, we have:
N2
ż 1
N
0
ż 1
N
0
fidθidθi`1 ď C
8ÿ
n“zr{lm{
e´κn{2`2pC`1qpn`1qMλ0
ď C
8ÿ
nzr{lm{
e´κn{4 ď Ce´κr{2.
Choose R4 ą 0 satisfying e´r{p4C3q ą e´κr{2 for all r ą R4,
NN
ż ÿ
i
fidθ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ θN ď 1{p4C2q.
Put R0 “ maxtR2, R3, R4u. Then there exists an N-tuple pθ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , θN q such that for any i P
N , fipθ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , θN q ď 1{p4C2q. By Harnack inequality (4.2), the inequality (4.19) holds. 
Using Harnack inequality, Lemma 4.8, and Lemma 4.14, we obtain Ancona inequality as
in [LL].
Theorem 4.15. Let y be a point on a geodesic rx, zs between x and z. Suppose that
dpx, yq ě 1 and dpy, zq ě 1. There exists a constant C such that for all λ P p0, λ0s,
(4.32) Gλpx, zq ď CGλpx, yqGλpy, zq.
4.3. Martin boundary. In this section, we show that the geometric boundary coincides
with its λ-Martin boundary.
Definition 4.16. The λ-Martin kernel K of rX is defined as follows:
Kλpx0, x, yq “ Gλpx, yq
Gλpx0, yq .
The λ-Martin boundary is the boundary of the image of the embedding y ÞÑ Kλpx0, ¨, yq onrX.
Let f and g be functions on rX. Denote by f —c g if there exists a constant c such that
f ď cg and g ď cf . The following theorem is the analog of Theorem 4.6 in [GL]. Unlike
the proof in [GL], we prove the theorem without harmonic functions.
Theorem 4.17. Let rx, ys be a geodesic segment of length n ě 3. Suppose that rx, ys is
contained in the r-neighborhood of a geodesic segment rx1, y1s and dpx, yq ď dpx1, y1q. Then
there exist positive constant Cpx, x1q and ρ ă 1 such that for all λ P r0, λ0s,
(4.33)
ˇˇˇˇ
Gλpx, yq
Gλpx1, yq ´
Gλpx, y1q
Gλpx1, y1q
ˇˇˇˇ
ď Cρn.
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Figure 4. Strong Ancona-Goue¨zel inequality
Proof. Let x1 be the point on the geodesic segment rx, ys such that
mintdpx, x1q, dpx1, x1qu “ 2.
Let xk be the point on the geodesic rx, ys with dpx1, xkq “ k´ 1 for all integer k ă dpx1, yq
(see Figure 4).
Using (4.12), (4.32), and Harnack inequality, there exists a constant C such that
(4.34)
Gλpx, yq
Gλpx1, yq —C
Gλpx, xkq
Gλpx1, xkq and
Gλpx, y1q
Gλpx1, y1q —C
Gλpx, xkq
Gλpx1, xkq .
We first claim that for all integer k ă dpx1, yq,
(4.35) Apx, x1, y, kq :“ Gλpx, yq
Gλpx1, yq ´
kÿ
i“1
p1´ 1
C
qi´1 Gλpx, xiq
Gλpx1, xiq ď p1´
1
C
qk Gλpx, yq
Gλpx1, yq
and
(4.36) Apx, x1, y, kq ě ´p1´ 1
C
qk Gλpx, ykq
Gλpx1, ykq .
By (4.34), (4.35) and (4.36), it follows thatˇˇˇ
Gλpx,yq
Gλpx1,yq ´
Gλpx,y1q
Gλpx1,y1q
ˇˇˇ
ď |Apx, x1, y, kq ´Apx, x1, y1, kq|
ď |Apx, x1, y, kq| ` |Apx, x1, y1, kq| ď 2Cp1´ 1C qk Gλpx,x1qGλpx1,x1q .
It remains to prove the claim. It is clear when n “ 1. Suppose that the inequality (4.35)
holds for all k ď n. By induction, the following inequality holds:
Apx, x1, y, k ` 1q “ Apx, x1, y, kq ´ p1´ 1{Cqk Gλpx,xk`1qGλpx1,xk`1q
ď p1´ 1C qk Gλpx,yqGλpx1,yq ´ 1C p1´ 1C qk
Gλpx,yq
Gλpx1,yq
“ p1´ 1C qk`1 Gλpx,yqGλpx1,yq .
Similarly, (4.36) holds for all k. 
Lemma 4.18. For any λ P r0, λ0s, Gλpx, yq goes to zero as y goes to infinity.
Proof. Suppose that there exist a constant c ą 0 and a sequence tynu such that
Gλpx, ynq ě c and lim
nÑ8 dpx, ynq “ 8.
By the choosing a subsequence, we may assume that for all distinct two points yn and ym,
dpyn, ymq ą 2r for some r. Let us define the stopping time as follows:
T1 “ inftt : Xt P Bpyn, rq for some nu.
Inductively, we define the stopping times Tj as follows:
Tj`1 “ inftt ą Tj : Xt P Bpyn, rq for some nu.
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Denote B “
8Ť
n“1
Bpyn, rq. By Proposition 4.4, for any x, y P rX with dpx, yq “ r,
Gλpx, yq “ Exr1T1ă8eλT1Gλ0pXT1 , yqs `Gλpx, y : Bcqq
“ Exr1T2ă8eλT1EXT1 reλpT2´T1qGλ0pXT2 , yqss
` Exr1T1ă8eλT1Gλ0pXT1 , y : Bcqqs `Gλpx, y : Bcq
“
8ÿ
j“1
Exr1Tjă8eλT1EXT1 reλpT2´T1q ¨ ¨ ¨EXTj reλpTj´Tj´1qGλ0pXT1 , y : B
cqs ¨ ¨ ¨ s
` Exr1T1ă8eλT1Gλ0pXT1 , y : Bcqqs `Gλpx, y : Bcq(4.37)
For any j ą 0, the following holds:
Exr1Tjă8eλT1EXT1 reλpT2´T1q ¨ ¨ ¨EXTj reλpTj´Tj´1qGλ0pXT1 , y : B
cqs ¨ ¨ ¨ s
“
8ÿ
n“1
Exr1τn“Tjă8eλT1EXT1 reλpT2´T1q ¨ ¨ ¨EXTj reλpTj´Tj´1qGλ0pXT1 , y : B
cqs ¨ ¨ ¨ s,(4.38)
where τn “ inftt : Xt P Bpyn, rqu.
Exr1τnă8eλτnGλpXτn , yqs “ Exr1τn“T1ă8eλT1GλpXT1 , y : Bcqs
` Exr1T1ăτnă8eλT1EXT1 reλpτn´T1qGλpXT1 , yqss
“ Exr1τn“T1ă8eλT1GλpXT1 , y : Bcqs
` Exr1τn“T2ă8eλT1EXT1 reλpT2´T1qGλpXτn , y : B
cqss
` Exr1T2ăτnă8eλT1EXT1 reλpT2´T1qEXT2 reλpτn´T2qGλpXτn , yqsss
“
8ÿ
j“1
Exr1τn“Tjă8eλT1EXT1 reλpT2´T1q ¨ ¨ ¨EXTj reλpTj´Tj´1qGλ0pXT1 , y : B
cqs ¨ ¨ ¨ s(4.39)
By the equations (4.37), (4.38), and (4.39), Lemma 4.8 and Harnack inequality, the following
inequality holds:
Gλpx, yq ě
8ÿ
j“1
8ÿ
n“1
Exr1τn“Tjă8eλT1EXT1 reλpT2´T1q ¨ ¨ ¨EXTj reλpTj´Tj´1qGλ0pXTj , y : B
cqs ¨ ¨ ¨ s
“
8ÿ
n“1
Ext1τnă8eλτnGλpXτn , yqu ě C
8ÿ
n“1
ÿ
znPBBpyn,rq
Gλpx, znqGλpzn, yq
ě C
8ÿ
n“1
Gλpx, ynq2 “ 8,(4.40)
which is a contradiction. Hence, the λ-Green function Gλpx, yq converges to zeros as y goes
to infinity. 
Let x0 be a point of rX and let tynu and ty1nu be sequences converging to a point ξ of
the geometric boundary of rX. By Theorem 4.17, for all x P rX, the functions Kλpx0, x, ynq
and Kλpx0, x, y1nq converge pointwise to the same function Kλpx0, x, ξq. The map from the
geometric boundary to the λ-Martin boundary is defined by
ξ ÞÑ Kλ,ξpxq “ Kλpx0, x, ξq.
For two different points ξ1, ξ2 in the geometric boundary, let γ1 and γ2 be the geodesic rays
that converge to ξ1 and ξ2, respectively. Let γ3 is the geodesic from ξ1 to ξ2. Since rX is
hyperbolic, there exist a point p and a constant C such that for all i P t1, 2, 3u, p is in the
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C-neighborhood of γi. By Harnack inequality and Ancona inequality, for sufficiently large
n,
Kλpx0, yn, ξ2q “ OpGλpp, ynqq,
where tynu is a sequence converging to ξ1. By Lemma 4.18, lim
nÑ8Kλpx0, yn, ξ2q “ 0. Hence,
two distinct points in the geometric boundary converge to the distinct points in λ- Martin
boundary.
Theorem 4.19. For any λ P r0, λ0s, the geometric boundary coincides with the λ-Martin
boundary.
Proof. Suppose that a sequence tynu in rX converges to a function Kλpx0, x, ζq of λ-Martin
boundary. Let us consider the geodesic gn from x0 to yn. By Arzela`-Ascoli’s theorem
([BH] Theorem I.3.10), for any integer m, the sequence of geodesics gn|r0,ms has a sub-
sequence that converges to a geodesic of length m. By the induction on the length of
geodesics, we have a subsequence of gnk that converges to a geodesic ray g. Let ξ be a
point satisfying ξ “ lim
tÑ8 gptq. Then the subsequence tynku converges to ξ. Since the sub-
sequence tKλpx0, x, ynkqu converges pointwise to Kλpx0, x, ξq, Kλpx0, x, ξq “ Kλpx0, x, ζq
for all x P rX. Hence, the map from the geometric boundary to λ-Martin boundary is
surjective. 
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